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Follow the Leader
by Margaret Broucek

Fountas-Pinnell Level X
Realistic Fiction
Selection Summary
Marie, the coach’s daughter, learns that it isn’t enough to think of 
great ideas to be a leader. She has to convince others to follow 
her. By leading her teammates to safety in a fi re, Marie earns their 
affection and respect. She fi nds she is not just a leader. She is a true 
member of her team.
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Characteristics of the Text 
Genre • Realistic fi ction

Text Structure • Third-person narrator; some dialogue
• Events in chronological order, divided into fi ve chapters

Content • Ice hockey games, teamwork
• Fire safety rules

Themes and Ideas • A leader must be able to have great ideas and to convince others to follow them.
• The respect of others must be earned.
• A team player gains the cooperation and respect of others.

Language and 
Literary Features

• Informal language; natural dialogue; contractions
• Characters revealed primarily through their actions and dialogue
• Figurative language: similes

Sentence Complexity • Many participial adjective phrases and introductory phrases
• Complex and compound sentences; inverted sentence order
• Phrases in a series

Vocabulary • Terms associated with sports and ice hockey: rink, puck, drop pass, center ice, breakaway
Words • Hyphenated compound adjectives

• Multisyllable words: fanatic, determined, tournament
Illustrations • Realistic illustrations aid visualization

Book and Print Features • Fifteen pages of text, eight with illustrations
• Table of contents; fi ve chapters with titles
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Expand Your Vocabulary

breakaway – an ice hockey play 
in which the player with the 
puck advances ahead of the 
defenders, p. 13

consolation – a second 
tournament for those 
eliminated before the fi nal, 
often to determine third place, 
p. 7

drop pass – a pass in which the 
passer goes beyond the puck, 
leaving it for a teammate, p. 12

entourage – an attending group, 
a staff, p. 10

forfeit – give up, surrender, p. 7

Follow the Leader by Margaret Broucek

Build Background
Have students use their knowledge of sports and ice hockey to visualize the text. Build 
interest by asking questions such as the following: If you were on a sports team, what 
kind of person would you choose to have as your leader? How do good leaders get others 
to follow them? Read the title and author and talk about the cover illustration. Explain that 
this book is realistic fi ction. It is set in the present day, and the events could happen in real 
life.

Introduce the Text
Guide students through the text, noting important ideas and helping with unfamiliar 
language and vocabulary so they can read the text successfully. Here are some 
suggestions:

Pages 4–5: Note that the chapter title is “Coach’s Daughter.” Tell students that 
Marie, the girl on the left, is the daughter of the ice hockey coach. She overhears 
Latisha and Junko talking about her. Ask: What complications do you think Marie 
might have as both a team member and the coach’s daughter?

Pages 6–7: Call attention to the chapter title, and tell students that the team is on 
a bus to a hockey tournament. Suggested Language: Marie is seated at the front 
next to her father, the coach. Have students fi nd forfeit and consolation in the last 
paragraph of page 7. Ask: What words give a clue to the meaning of forfeit? What 
does it mean to forfeit a game? What words help you fi gure out the meaning of 
consolation round?

Pages 12–13: Point out that there are many hockey terms in the story. Have 
students locate drop pass in paragraph 1, page 12. Read the fi rst paragraph on 
page 13. What is a breakaway? What do you think is going to happen?

Now go back to the beginning and read to fi nd out what happens to Marie’s team in 
the tournament.
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Read
Have students read silently while you listen to individual students read aloud. Support their 
understanding of the text as needed.

Remind students to use the Visualize Strategy  and to use details from 
the story to form pictures in their minds as they read.

Discuss and Revisit the Text
Personal Response
Invite students to share their personal responses to the story.
Suggested language: What did you learn about being a leader from Marie’s experience?

Ways of Thinking
As you discuss the text, help students understand these points:

Thinking Within the Text Thinking Beyond the Text Thinking About the Text

• Marie’s father and the girls on 
her team do not like Marie to act 
as if she were the coach.

• Marie is thought of as a hockey 
fanatic who won’t join in such 
fun activities as painting toenails.

• After the tournament, Kendra 
gives Marie credit for thinking of 
the drop pass and apologizes for 
causing the team to lose the fi rst 
game.

• Respect has to be earned.

• Teamwork is important.

• Illustrations aid visualization of 
the text and convey the spirit of 
ice hockey.

• Chapter divisions and a 
table of contents help 
readers understand the text’s 
organization.

• Natural dialogue adds to the 
story’s realism.

© 2006. Fountas, I.C. & Pinnell, G.S. Teaching for Comprehending and Fluency, Heinemann, Portsmouth, N.H.

Choices for Further Support
• Fluency Invite students to choose a passage from the text that contains dialogue to 

demonstrate phrased fl uent reading. Remind them to read with expression, as if the 
characters are speaking. Remind them that quotation marks enclose a character’s 
words.

• Comprehension Based on your observations of the students’ reading and discussion, 
revisit parts of the text to clarify or extend comprehension. Remind students to go 
back to the text to support their ideas.

• Phonics/Word Work Tell students that some verbs are formed from nouns. The noun 
gives a strong clue to the verb’s meaning. Have students connect the meanings of 
the following verbs to the nouns they are derived from: lacing, re-taping (page 5), 
rooming, bunking (page 6), and craning (page 10).
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Writing about Reading
Critical Thinking
Have students complete the Critical Thinking questions on BLM 14.9.

Responding
Have students complete the activities at the back of the book, using their Reader’s 
Notebook. Use the instruction below as needed to reinforce or extend understanding of the 
comprehension skill.

Target Comprehension Skill
Author’s Purpose 

Target Comprehension Skill
 Remind students that authors have a general purpose 

for writing. For this book, the author’s general purpose may have been to express her 
thoughts about leadership. Authors often have a more specifi c purpose, as well. Model 
how to add details to the Graphic Organizer, using a “Think Aloud” like the one below:

Think Aloud

Why did the author include the episode when Marie plans the play? 
The author’s purpose was to show that a leader must have ideas and 
convince others to follow her. Other supporting details are: Marie gets the 
girls up for the second fi re alarm. She has them cover their faces with 
wet towels. Add the purpose and those details to the Graphic Organizer.

Practice the Skill
Encourage students to share another book they have read in which the author’s purpose is 
to show that the main character learns an important lesson about dealing with people.

Writing Prompt: Thinking Beyond the Text
Have students write a response to the prompt on page 6. Remind them that when they 
think beyond the text, they use their personal knowledge to reach new understandings.

Assessment Prompts
• What are two sentences in the fi rst part of the book that support the idea that Marie is 

a hockey fanatic?

• What does the word dispirited mean in the last paragraph on page 13?

• How does the author organize the information in paragraphs 2–4 on page 11?
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Critical Thinking
Read and answer the questions.

 1. Think within the text What is the name of Marie’s team?

 

 2. Think within the text Why do the girls give Marie a hero cape?

 

 

 3. Think beyond the text What characteristics does the author believe 

are important in a leader?  Do you agree?  Explain your answer.

 

 

  

 

 4. Think about the text At the end of the story, Marie’s father tells her 

that leaders are able to convince other people to follow them.  How 

does Marie succeed in doing this during the fi re?

 

 

 

 

Making Connections While Marie seems to enjoy being a leader, not 
everyone does.  Others prefer being followers.  Do you feel more comfortable 
being a follower or a leader?  Why?  Are there some times when you feel more 
comfortable in one role over another?  Explain your answer.

Write your answer in your Reader’s Notebook.

Follow the Leader
Critical Thinking

Lesson 14
B L A C K L I N E  M A S T E R  1 4 . 9

Critical Thinking
© Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company. All rights reserved.

Grade 6, Unit 3: Going the Distance

Name  Date 

11

Marie’s team is named The Unicorns.

She helps save them from the hotel fi re.

The author says that leadership is not just about having great 

ideas, but convincing people to follow them. I agree. I think 

that a good leader should be able to think of good ideas and 

communicate them with others in order to achieve a goal.

She takes charge and has a plan. She behaves as if she knows 

what she is doing, and she motivates people by explaining why 

they should listen to her.

Possible responses shown.

14.09_6_246260RNLEAN_Crtl Thk.in11   11 6/15/09   5:49:22 PM

Responding
TARGET SKILL  Author’s Purpose  What 

was Margaret Broucek’s purpose in writing 

Follow the Leader? Copy and complete the chart 

below. Add more boxes as needed.

19

Text to Self  Write two or three paragraphs 

about a time when you took on a leadership 

role. Be sure to include specific details about 

your experience.

Write About It

Author’s Purpose:  ?

Supporting 
Detail: 
Marie 
planned a play 
for her and 
Kendra.

Supporting 
Detail: 
 ?

Supporting 
Detail: 
 ?

6_021317_AL_LRSE_L14_Follow.indd19   19 10/22/09   4:05:23 PM

English Language Development
Reading Support Have students listen to the audio or on-line recordings. Make sure 
the text matches the students’ reading level. Language and content should be accessible 
with regular teaching support.

Vocabulary Explain that the meanings of some English words and phrases are related 
to the pictures they form in the reader’s mind. Connect a lock with locker room (page 5), a 
room with rooming with (page 6), a crane with Craning her neck (page 10), a drill with she 
drilled Marie (page 9).

Oral Language Development
Check student comprehension, using a dialogue that best matches your students’ 
English profi ciency. Speaker 1 is the teacher, Speaker 2 is the student.

Beginning/Early Intermediate Intermediate Early Advanced/ Advanced

Speaker 1: Who plans the drop pass?

Speaker 2: Marie

Speaker 1: Who coaches the Unicorns?

Speaker 2: Marie’s father

Speaker 1: What fi lls the hall in the 
hotel fi re?

Speaker 2: smoke

Speaker 1: Why does Marie think it is so 
important to win their fi rst game?

Speaker 2: A loss will drop them into 
the losers’ bracket. If they lose again, 
they’ll have no chance of winning a 
trophy. 

Speaker 1: Why does the drop pass 
work perfectly the second time Marie 
and Kendra try it?

Speaker 2: Kendra does her part this 
time and follows Marie’s plan.

Speaker 1: Why does Marie worry 
about how she will get along with 
the girls she is rooming with?

Speaker 2: She overhears them 
saying she is a hockey fanatic. 

Speaker 1: How does Marie’s 
leadership during the fi re affect 
her and her teammates?

Speaker 2: She fi nally feels like 
part of the team. Her teammates 
consider her their hero and their 
leader.

5 Lesson 14: Follow the LeaderGrade 6
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Name  Date 

Follow the Leader
Thinking Beyond the Text

Think about the prompt below. Then write your answer in two or three 
paragraphs.

Remember that when you think beyond the text, you use your personal 
knowledge to reach new understandings.

At the end of the story, Marie thinks: Maybe one day, I’ll be lucky enough to 
coach a team like this one. Write a letter from Marie to her father telling him 
what she learned about being a leader and a team player, and how she feels 
about the team. Write about what she learned from his words and actions 
and from her own experiences at the tournament. Include details about what 
happened and how Marie felt.
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Critical Thinking
Read and answer the questions.

 1. Think within the text What is the name of Marie’s team?

 

 2. Think within the text Why do the girls give Marie a hero cape?

 

 

 3. Think beyond the text What characteristics does the author believe 

are important in a leader?  Do you agree?  Explain your answer.

 

 

  

 

 4. Think about the text At the end of the story, Marie’s father tells her 

that leaders are able to convince other people to follow them.  How 

does Marie succeed in doing this during the fi re?

 

 

 

 

Making Connections While Marie seems to enjoy being a leader, not 
everyone does.  Others prefer being followers.  Do you feel more comfortable 
being a follower or a leader?  Why?  Are there some times when you feel more 
comfortable in one role over another?  Explain your answer.

Write your answer in your Reader’s Notebook.

Follow the Leader
Critical Thinking
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Name  Date 
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14
14

25
1

Student  Date 
Lesson 14
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Running Record Form

Follow the LeaderFollow the Leader • LEVEL X

Behavior Code Error

Read word correctly ✓
cat 0

Repeated word, 
sentence, or phrase

®
cat

0

Omission —cat 1

Behavior Code Error

Substitution cut
cat 1

Self-corrects cut sc
cat 0

Insertion the

ˆcat 1

Word told T
cat 1

page Selection Text Errors Self-Corrections

18 That evening, as the team ate together at a rest stop diner, 

Kendra rose from her chair and asked for quiet. 

“I need to set something straight. That drop pass that started 

us off today was Marie’s idea. She suggested it in the first 

game – and the only reason it didn’t work was because I was 

out of position. It was my fault we lost that game, not Marie’s. 

I owe Marie a big apology – and a big thanks!” 

Marie’s face glowed with this special acknowledgement, 

although she wasn’t used to the spotlight.

Comments: Accuracy Rate 
(# words read 

correctly/93 × 100)

 %

Total Self- 
Corrections 
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